


Dallas AC golf car fleet is lined up in front of the clubhouse and ready to go.

How Ross Keeps the
Fleet in Operation

Graham Ross, professional at the Dal-
las Athletic Club CC, probably has one
of the best golf car operations in the
country. He has a fleet of 71 cars 50
of which usually are in readiness at
the clubhouse for the use of golfers.

To haul cars between the garage and
clubhouse, a distance of about 150 yards
Ross has converted an old car to a
tractor. Very little had to be done in
making the conversion - merely the
addition of two batteries to the old model
to give it enough power to pull from
five to eight cars at a time. There are
hitches in the front and back of all
vehicles. Each hitch is nothing more
than a 3/8 inch pin, shaped like aT,
that is easily connected or disconnected.

A mechanic is in charge of Ross'
car operation. After each round, he
sees that the cars are cleaned and re-
charged. Speaking before a recent meet-
ing of Texas and Oklahoma PGA groups,
Ross emphasized that if a pro is in charge
of the golf car operation at his club,
the first thing he should do is make sure
that insurance coverage is in order on
each and every vehicle. He pointed out
that premiums, either on a fleet or indi-
vidual basis, usually are so reasonable
that it is unwise to send out any cars that
are not adequately covered. Companies
that carry insurance on other club prop-
erty often can provide it for golf can.
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Dr. Jack Leddy Heads
Royal Canadian GA

.Dr. Jack E. Leddy, the new presiden
of the. Royal Canadian Golf Assn., is ,\
4-handlCap golfer who qualified for the
1961 Canadian Ama-
teur championship. He
formerly headed the
Saskatchewan GA and
is a member of the Riv-
erside CC and Saska-
toon G & Cc.

A native of Ottawa,
Dr. Leddy is a gradu-
ate of McGill Univer-
sity and is chief of sur-
gery of St. Paul's Hos-
pital in Saskatoon and Leddy
an associate clinical professory of surgery
at the University of Saskatchewan. He al-
so is president of the Western division of
the Canadian clinical association of sur-
geons.

Dr. Leddy served with the Royal Cana-
dian medical corps in World War II. He
is married and the father of three chil-
dren.

Amputee Tournament
The fourteenth annual National Ampu-

tee Golf Assn. tournament will be played
at Brookhaven GC, Dallas, Tex., Aug. 1-4.
Application forms are available from Dak
S. Bourisseau, .A.G.A. secy., PO Box
9426, Solon 39, O.
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ROLLER MODEL
For use on level to gently
rolling terrain with good
grass.

WHEEl MODEL
Heavy duty machine for
use on uneven rugged land
with poor grass.

BAILEY GOLF BALL PICKERS
Save time and turf!

• Wide Interchangeable Units
• Fast Pick-Up Along Entire Sweep
• Easy on Grass and Golf Balls

Here's the amazing Bailey Golf Ball Picker that's setting the pace for
faster and more efficient service on driving ranges from coast to coast.
Choose from two new improved models; each designed for easy assem-
bly in groups of two or more 44/1 units. Regulation Size of three units
covers eleven feet. Additional units can be easily and quickly attached
as needed. Both Roller and Wheel Models are available in Standard and
Junior Sizes complete with pulling hitch.

SEND FOR FULL FACTS •.. Specify Roller or Wheel Model
GET FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG ... WRITE DEPT. G.

See Complete Line 01 Supplies lor Goll Ranges and Miniature Courses

EASTERN GOLF CO 2537BostonR~ad. Bronx 67, N.Y.
• Klngsbrldge 7·2506
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A Guide to the Use of Fertilizers
By W. O. TROGDON

Head, Dept. of Soil and Crop Sciences, Texas A & M College

The elements essential
to the life of plants

may be classified as nu-
tritive or regulatory. Car-
bon, hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen, sulfur, and
phosphorus are nutri-
tive. Sulfur and phos-
phorus may also function
as regulatory elements
together with potassium,
calcium, and others. Of
these mineral elements,
all may be redistributed
within the plant, usually
from older tissue to
younger tissue, except
calcium and iron. Defi-
ciencies of boron, cop-
per, manganese, or zinc
in the soil is usually not
a question of an abso-
lute deficiency in the to-
tal quantity of the element present in the
soil, but rather is a physiological defi-
ciency arising from the insufficient avail-
ability of the element to the plant -
not enough of the element can be absorbed
and distributed in the plant for its physi-
ological needs at each successive phase
of growth. These four elements are also
highly toxic in higher concentrations.

All of the factors that would affect the
absorption, accumulation, upward move-
ment, distribution, and utilization of fer-
tilizer salts in the plant must be considered
in fertilizer use. Fertilizer use is actually
an attempt to assure that the right amount
of the right element will be available to
the plant when it is needed to permit the
plant to grow as we would like to have
it grow. The balance, the nutrient level,
the fertilizer interractions, and all the
other factors are simply attempts to have
the plant grow to our specifications.

The simple guide to fertilizer use is the

This article is condensed from a speech
made by Trogdon at the recent GCSA
convention.
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ability to answer the
questions of W hat,
When, How Much, How
to Apply, and finally,
but not least, Why?
Think of fertilizer use in
terms of the three R's -
the Right amount of the
Right kind at the Right
time, in order to grow
turfgrass to meet your
needs rather than to sim-
ply grow turfgrass. For
example, an excessively
fast rate of growth in
turfgrass requires more
maintenance, is likely to
be more susceptible to
diseases and traffic dam-
age.

On the other hand, an
extremely slow rate of
growth does not recover

quickly enough from traffic damage and
will probably not have a good appearance.
The desired quality of the turf must be
of prime consideration in a good fertilizer
use program. Generally, it becomes more
difficult to maintain the desired color and
vigor of turfgrass when such factors as
temperature, light, humidity, and wind
movement are adverse. In most areas, the
winter and summer fertilizer programs are
more difficult than in the spring or fall.

Waterflow Prevalent
In certain respects the grass plant call

be considered a bundle of pipes extending
from the tip of the tiniest root to the top
of the leaf. More water moves through
this plumbing system than anything else.
As a matter of fact, as much as 50,000
times as much water is apt to move
through a plant as all of the mineral ele-
ments combined. This simply means that
the medium in which the plant is grow-
ing must be of such a nature that it will
be easy for the plant roots to penetrate
and proliferate in order to meet the water
requirements. H roots cannot grow readily
in a soil, it is not likely that sufficient
moisture can be absorbed to fulfill the
needs of the plant. In many respects the

Trogdon
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NEW PAR AIDE PLANT

Golfers the world over are familiar with Par Aide's
quality and functional design of Tee and Green's
items, golf course furniture and maintenance equip-
ment. Our modern facilities assure you of the finest
quality and prompt service throughout the year.

Par Aide Products Include:
JUNIOR. SENIOR ANDTWIN BALLWASHERS·
PORTABLE BASES·DETERGENTS·TOWELS·
WASTE RECEPTACLE· PLASTIC AND ALUM-
INUM TEE MARKERS·SPECIALAND CUSTOM
TEE MARKER PLAQUES·CLUB RESTS·SPIKE
BRUSHES· FLAG POLES· FLAGS· HOLE
CUTTERS. CUPS. CUP SETTERS· CUP
PULLERS· PRACTICE GREENS MARKERS·
RAKES·DIRECTIONAL FLAGS·DIRECTIONAL
SIGNS*ALL-PURPOSE SIGN STANDARD AND
CAPTION CARDS· COMPLETE LINE OF
FURNITURE.

PAR AIDE
PRODUCTS
COMPANY

Dept. G • 296 North Pascal St.
St. Paul 4, Minnesota

For More Detailed Information Write for Catalog
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Mac Gregor could create
DISPLAY THEM! THESE LUXURIOUS CLUBHOUSES
IN DRAMATIC COLORS WILL SELL THEMSELVES
Sweep-Flare Sales Star! MacGregor, pioneer and
developer of Kangaroo leather golf bag, offer this
Sweep-Flare Professional Model golf bag in a wide range
of prices and color. It's a tyle succe , a sales succe -
and so soft to touch. No other bag offer the durability,
the excitement and the statu of bag with Sweep-Flare
symmetry. No other bag combine uch bag-building
know-how with uch customer-creating color. No won-
der almost every Kangaroo leather golf bag you ee i
a MacGregor.

Show the wide range and ee for your elf how quality,
style and color can ell. MacGregor ha created the most
sale -rninded bag you could ever display. The e color
collect compliment -the golden tan, the rich crim on,
the c1as ic black-and new this year: glistening gun-
metal and avocado green. Luxurious Kangaroo leather
abound in the e MacGregor bag, ju t as it doe in the
color-matched head covers and carryall. Selling them i
a snap because owning them i pure, pure plea ure.

Check These Exclusive MacGregor Features
Sweep-Flare Symmetry ... the high-style shape that makes all
pockets actually a part of the bag, not an afterthought
Eye-Catching Colors ... golden tan, crimson and classic black-
and the new glistening gunmetal and avocado green
Hidden Hood in Clothing Pocket ... out of sight but never wadded
up and buried out of reach
Hidden Umbrella Well ... clean lines, out of the way, but ever handy
Tamper-Proof Lock-Hood ... Iock it. Clubs are safe for shipping

Sold by Golf Professionals Only

THE QREATEST NAME IN QOLF -!lIB
BRUNSWICK SPORTS

CINCINNATI 32, OHIO



mineral nutrition of a plant is simply that
of a surface area relationship. Many of
the mineral elements are held on the sur-
face area of the soil particles and organic
colloids. As the plant roots grow and
make contact with these surface areas,
the bio-chemical activities render these
mineral components more soluble so they
can be absorbed.

Soil Constantly Changes
The soil is not static but is constantly

changing. A good soil is literally teeming
with life processes. Ammonia which is
held on the soil particles may be changed
to nitrates. Nitrates are highly soluble and
will move with the soil moisture. If the
soil contains a large amount of nitrate
nitrogen, the greater the amount of water
absorbed by the plant the greater will be
the amount of nitrate nitrogen absorbed
by the plant.

On the other hand, if the soil does not
contain much nitrate nitrogen but does
contain a considerable amount of ammonia
nitrogen, increasing the amount of water
absorbed by the plant will not necessarily
increase the amount of ammonia absorbed.
Ammonia is absorbed more in relation to
the root activity of the plant. A similar
situation holds true for phosphorus, sul-
fur, calcium, magnesium, potassium, and
perhaps a number of the micronutrient
elements. This helps to account for the
fact that young and rapidly growing
plants tend to respond more to ammonia,
phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magne-
sium, and sulfur applications than do slow
growing or older plants.

For Growth Stimulation
If one were interested in rapidly stim-

ulating slow growing or older plants, he
would obtain faster response from using
nitrate nitrogen than ammonia nitrogen
or organic nitrogen. However, he would
have to also keep in mind that the last-
ing effects would be in proportion to the
rapidity in which the different forms of
nitrogen would be absorbed and utilized
by the plants. Many research results prove
these points but actually they could be
postulated simply by a better understand-
ing of the nutrition of the plants and
growth characteristics.

The more intensively a turfgrass is
maintained and utilized the greater will
be the fertilizer use problems. The only
reason to use fertilizer on turfgrass is to
make it better than it would be had fer-
tilizer not been used. Fertilizers are chem-
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ical compounds, either organic, inorganic,
or both, that can be utilized by the turf-
grass in various ways that improves the
growth, color, or quality characteristics.
These compounds may be applied to the
soil, to the leaves or as a combination of
these methods. A continued program of
supplying all the fertilizer by foliar appli-
cation on turfgrass is usually not advisa-
ble nor desirable.

Minerals Immobile
There are at least two very good rea-

sons why this statement can be made.
First, certain of the mineral elements are
very immobile and do not readily move
within the plant. Second, and probably
more important is the simple fact that
many vital compounds are synthesized in
the roots, notably the fact that nucleopro-
tein synthesis in plants is only possible if
inorganic phosphorus is assimilated
through the roots. This does not mean
that foliar fertilizer use in combination
with fertilizer use in the soil is not good.

There are numerous instances when
foliar use of fertilizer would be highly
desirable and beneficial. Correcting iron
chlorosis with foliar sprays is only one
example. There are many others that
could be given. However, turgrasses nor-
mally obtain their required mineral ele-
ments and also water through the roots
from the soil.

Retards Reproduction
Fertilizers can also be used to influ-

ence the normal development processes of
plants. For example, high nitrogen rates
tend to retard reproductive development
whereas low nitrogen rates tend to stimu-
late flower initiation. As would be ex-
pected, in short-day and in short season
plants, the amount of nitrogen needed to
r tard reproductive development tends to
be higher than for long-day and long
season plants.

High rates of phosphorus also tend to
stimulate flower initiation. The practical
implication from this should be rather
obvious. If, early in the season there is a
tendency for the grass to form seed heads,
one possible correction would be to apply
a quickly available source of nitrogen. If
the condition is caused by an over supply
of phosphorus it may be necessary to re-
duce the supply of available phosphoru
in the soil. This could be done by adding
chemicals that would make the phosphor-
us less available. Those most frequently
used are iron sulfate, calcium nitrate, mag-
nesium sulfate, and hydrated lime.
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SPIRITED STYLING, RUGGED POWER ...
performance you can take for granted!
Link-mobile ... thi golf car camper aero hilly terrain, grade up to
35° delivers speeds to 10 mph! Automotive muffler make operation quiet.
Foam rubber seat, exceptional tability a sure pa senger comfort ...
and easy-handling controls, automatic tran mi sion make driving a breeze!
Best of all, maintenance i held to the barest practical minimum. Hu ky
7 hp ga oline engine assures low-co t, uninterrupted ervice-no battery
recharge nui ance, up to 72 hole on a 2-gallon tankful of gas! Caddy
Master tires protect valuable turf. And the car keeps it good looks!
Spike-proof matting protects da h and floor ... easy-to-clean fiber glass
body retains its handsome appearance, color is molded in. Wide choice
-both standard and special colors. Write, wire or call for details.

NORTHWESTERN MOTOR COMPANY, EAU CLAIRE, WIS.



"Green Section" Is A Misnomer
Millions of golfers have only a vague idea of what the term

fll'tlwlly means. Why woulf/n't "Golf Course ection' be better?

The Green Section, a function of the USGA, is of immense value to golfers and golf
clubs. For almost 40 years the Creen Section has been closely associated with progress
in C011rsemaintenance. It has been responsible for a great deal of the improvement
in course condition throughout the U. S.

The Creen Section has overlooked very few opportunities for adjusting to new con-
ditions except in one important respect: its own name.

"Creen Section" as a descriptive label is as out-of-date as "jigger," "stymie," and
and the horse-drawn fairway mower.

Covers Entire Course
As a matter of fact, "Green Section," was a misnomer when it was first used. In

the Definitions of The Rules of Golf "through the green" is defined as "the whole area
of tho course except: (a) Teeing ground and putting green of the hole being played;
(b) All hazards on the course." The Green Section committee concerns itself with tho
entire course with 110 areas excepted.

The Creen Section very clearly is the Colf Courses committee of the USGA. That
is why millions of golfers have only a vague idea of what's being talked or written
about when the Green Section is mentioned.

Junked Outgrown Term
Years ago American green keepers modernized and improved their public relations

by identifying themselves accurately and clearly as golf course superintendents, The
outgrown term, "grccnkeepers," sometimes appears in print as "grcenskecpers."

There is a rapidly growing trend to changing the name of Green committees at clubs
to Golf Course or Grounds committees and changing the title of the chairmen from
that of Gre m chairman to that of Golf Course or Grounds chairman.

In ]961 the USG Green Section expenses were $149,897 and accounted for in-
calcuable benefits to golf ... Tot many golfers are aware of the benefits of the Creen
Section's work for the simple reason they don't know what the Green Section is. They
would know what a Coif Courses Section of the U GA i .
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